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The digital platform economy has exploded in the last few years. According to European Commission figures, over 28 million people in the EU work through digital labor platforms today. By 2025 ...
Dear EU policymakers, please stop ignoring freelancers
Eve Jobs, 23, posted a meme on her Instagram which read: "Me upgrading from iPhone 13 to iPhone 14 after Apple's announcement today." The caption included a photo of a man posing with a shirt that ...
Steve Jobs' daughter mocks Apple's iPhone 14
Cate Lawrence is an Australian tech journo living in Berlin. She focuses on all things mobility: ebikes, autonomous vehicles, VTOL, smart ci (show all) Cate Lawrence is an Australian tech journo ...
These companies are building the future of the drone delivery industry
We chanced upon a solution to the predicament of picking an enjoyable read — whatshouldireadnext.com. The website is a handy tool that recommends books based on individual preferences. All you have to ...
A neat way to pick your next read!
A major chunk of a student’s life is spent writing, yet many do not consider themselves as good writers. And they are not entirely wrong, since what they are writing is not their own words ...
How to become a writer in school
I have written about mathematics for The New Yorker and, lately, also in my book “A Divine Language: Learning Algebra, Geometry, and Calculus at the Edge of Old Age,” and I thought that I had ...
How Mathematics Changed Me
She did homework with me. She went to my parent-teacher meetings. She cooked my favorite foods and read me stories. She got me ready for school. Now, she doesn’t even know me. This is so cruel. Does ...
Create moments of joy for loved ones with dementia
“We want to be the leading digital publisher in democracies around the world,” says Mathias Döpfner, shown here on the rooftop of Axel Springer's headquarters in Berlin. (Verena Brüning for ...
Politico’s new German owner has a ‘contrarian’ plan for American media
The video's caption read: "Me telling my coworkers there is no way I can come in early cause I have kids, but yet I arrive with a Starbucks daily." The video had garnered over 165,000 views as of ...
A single mother says she was fired from her job after her coworker reported her TikTok post to school officials
LAHORE: It is a heart-rending image and definitely not one for the faint of heart; a woman lies unconscious on a hospital bed with what appears to be dirt covering her entire head. Only, it’s ...
Unnamed and unclaimed
A message added to the video read, “Me trying to get back on social.” Among those commenting on the post was former National Geographic personality Cesar Millan, who wrote, “Animal kingdom ...
Will Smith Teases Return to Social Media in First Non-Apology Post Since Oscars
The publication of Katie Orphan’s book “Read Me, Los Angeles” was memorable – just not for the reasons Orphan might have imagined. “Sometimes I think about it, and it just seems like ...
The Book Pages: All about LA and Southern California’s literary life
Julia Roberts was lucky to be stuck in a pandemic bubble with the Clooneys. The 54-year-old actress is opening up about how George Clooney, 61, and his family “saved” her during the pandemic.
Julia Roberts: How George Clooney ‘saved me from complete loneliness’
She even licked her fingers and had a little boogey while helping herself. The text on the video read: "Me! A guest at my friend's wedding! "Ignoring the brownie table and confidently cutting ...
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